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Please help us to describe the issue so we can fix it as soon as possible.Angiomatoid fibrous
histiocytoma arising in the hepatic hilum. Angiomatoid fibrous histiocytoma (AFH) is an

uncommon soft tissue neoplasm with histiocytic and fibroblastic differentiation. The pathogenesis
of AFH is still unknown. Here we report a case of a 40-year-old man who suffered from an

abdominal tumor in the hepatic hilum. The tumor contained solid and cystic areas, and was
composed of spindle cells with round to oval nuclei in a dense stroma. Cytological atypia and

brisk mitosis were not evident. The tumor was positive for CD68 and negative for S100, alpha-1
antichymotrypsin, and alpha-1 antitrypsin. These findings were consistent with that of AFH. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported case of AFH arising in the hepatic hilum.Q:

How to debug PHPUnit tests on Jenkins I'm struggling to get PHPUnit tests to run when they are
invoked from Jenkins. I am running the standard test on a CI server, and I can see the tests being

run by the Job so they are being invoked and entering a TestFixture constructor, but after that
nothing is executed. I am running the tests from an ASP.NET project, and I can see the project
output in the Log file but nothing is executed. The process is going roughly as follows: Build file
(.csproj) is built, then the ASP.NET test runs, in this case the UserRepositoryTest and it passes

Test runs, it passes and exits. Job returns to stage 'Jenkins'. Build file (.csproj) is built. In the log
file I see a message that the first test has entered the TestFixture constructor, but I never see

any subsequent execution of the test, just the content of the test. If I run the tests manually, then
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I see the full test output. Jenkins is also able to download the test results from a test to a web
server, but it seems that the execution of the test is not working properly. The Jenkins build does

execute some other ASP.NET tests and these are executing and outputting the test results
correctly, but when my tests are executed
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